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Annual Attendance 343 days out of 366 days  

Introduction: 

Nine-year-old Anuraj is a resident 
of the hostel and maintains 
consistent attendance at school, 
refraining from taking holidays. 
With a cheerful disposition, he 
easily befriends his peers. Anuraj 
has acquired self-care skills, 
though occasionally requires 
reminders to comb his hair and 
apply oil. While he typically sits 
attentively and participates in class, 
he may become distracted or 
engage in play when disinterested. 
During his leisure time, Anuraj 
enjoys writing activities and playing 
with his friends. 



English:  

Anuraj is a cheerful and confident 
student who actively attempts to 
speak English fluently. He 
enthusiastically participates in 
discussions and readily answers 
questions in class. However, his 
chattiness sometimes disrupts the 
class environment. Over the past few 
months, Anuraj has made progress in 
both reading and writing. He can read 
small easy books and write both big 
and small alphabets. While he knows 
all the sounds of the alphabets, he 
occasionally forgets them, leading to 
delays in reading words. Despite this, 
he demonstrates a good 
understanding of stories and can 
effectively explain them in his own 
words. 

Hindi:  

Anuraj demonstrates intelligence 
and clarity in his work, writing neatly 
with bold letters. He excels in 
reading and group activities, 
contributing actively to the 
classroom environment. Anuraj is 
proficient in Hindi counting up to 30 
and has a good grasp of months and 
weeks in Hindi. His role as a narrator 
and bushes in the play "Goats and 
Children" was performed with 
enthusiasm. For the Mother's 
birthday, he drew a Dahlia flower 
with meticulous attention to detail. 
 



Projects: 

Food: Anuraj demonstrates 
enthusiasm and active 
participation during project 
classes, readily engaging with 
questions and displaying a keen 
interest in learning. He 
confidently responds to inquiries, 
showcasing a strong grasp of the 
material and expressing curiosity 
by posing his own queries to the 
teachers. Additionally, he 
willingly assists his peers in 
creating charts and embellishes 
them with aesthetically pleasing 
food-related illustrations. Anuraj 
exhibits genuine delight while 
exploring cooking, eagerly 
participating in kitchen 
experiments and mastering the 
preparation of chapattis, dal, and 
French fries. Through this topic, 



he has gained valuable insights 
into the significance, diversity, and 
sources of food. 

Occupation: In the occupation 
segment, Anuraj acquires 
knowledge about the concept of 
occupation, its significance, 
distinctions between rural and 
urban occupations, and the 
correlation between occupations 

and hobbies. He demonstrates a 
proclivity for visual learning, 
finding clarity through illustrations 
and charts. His interest in culinary 
pursuits leads him to explore the 
role of a chef, which he further 
enriches by presenting a detailed 
depiction and confidently 
delivering a presentation on the 
subject during assembly. Anuraj 



exhibits a remarkable ability to 
retain information, actively 
participating in discussions and 
confidently articulating his 
understanding of the material. 

Transportation: Anuraj exhibits 
enthusiasm for the transportation 
topic, demonstrating a 
fascination with various vehicles. 
He showcases his artistic skills 
by creating impressive vehicle 
illustrations for class charts. 

Through visual aids and multimedia 
resources, such as picture books and 
videos, Anuraj gains familiarity with 
different modes of transportation and 
their respective functions. He 

demonstrates comprehension by 
actively participating in 
discussions and successfully 
recalling key points related to 
transportation, including the 
invention of the wheel, traffic 
regulations, and the advantages 
and disadvantages of various 
vehicles. Additionally, he shows 
diligence by committing road 
signs to memory. 



Maths:  

Anuraj is an active and enthusiastic 
participant in mathematics class, 
demonstrating both understanding 
and enjoyment of the subject. His 
talkative nature and willingness to 
engage with the material contribute 

to a dynamic learning environment. 
Anuraj has made significant 
progress in mastering addition, 
subtraction, and multiplication of 
one-, two-, and three-digit numbers, 
and he is eager to further expand his 
mathematical skills. While he may 
become distracted when faced with 
challenging problems, Anuraj readily 
seeks assistance and actively 
participates in classroom 
discussions. With his ability to 



understand and solve word 
problems and his strong grasp of 
the multiplication table up to 11, 
Anuraj shows potential for 
continued growth in mathematics 

Puzzles: Anuraj likes solving the 

puzzles because he has interest in 

puzzles. He really enjoys the 

puzzle class because due to his 

enthusiasm he can do up to 200 

and 250 pieces of puzzles. He is 

quiet naughty but when he starts 

doing the puzzles, he gives his 100 

percent in doing it. 

Art:  

Anuraj demonstrates enthusiasm 
for learning and exhibits neatly 
executed work in art class. 
Although he is talkative when 
collaborating with peers, he shows 
particular interest in craft activities 
and strives to improve his origami 



skills despite facing 
challenges. Anuraj would 
benefit from additional 
practice in colouring 
techniques. 

Dance: Anuraj has a 

natural ability to grasp 
dance steps quickly, 
especially when 
demonstrated by the 
teacher. However, he 
occasionally lacks energy 

in his performance. 
Nonetheless, there are 
instances where he exhibits 
full enthusiasm, particularly 
in Pahadi dance routines. 
While he may get distracted 
at times, his interest in dance 
remains evident. 

Singing and drama: 

Anuraj demonstrates a 
knack for quickly learning 

song lyrics and sings 
with proficiency. He 
attentively follows 
instructions in class and 
actively engages in 
singing and reciting 
poems. An enthusiastic 
participant, he readily 
learns lines and assists 
his peers in doing so. 
Anuraj particularly 
enjoys performing 
various roles in drama, 



speaking confidently on stage 
without experiencing stage fright.  
His performances are delivered 
with clarity and volume. 

Games:  

Football holds a special appeal for 
Anuraj during games, where he 
actively participates and 
completes exercises with 
diligence. He demonstrates 
teamwork by attempting to pass 
the ball to his friends during 
gameplay. 

Sense development: Anuraj finds 

great pleasure in participating in Sense 
Class, where he engages in a diverse 

range of activities encompassing 
paper folding, colouring, and 
sensory games. He approaches 
his tasks with keen interest and 
attention to detail, producing neat 
and tidy work. Anuraj particularly 
enjoys games like "Leader-Leader 
Change the Action" and mirror 
walking, relishing the opportunity 
to learn and engage with his peers. 

 



 

 


